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Behavioral Résumés through API Assessment Data

About jobFig, Inc
jobFig unlocks the power of behavioral assessment data through APIs and the 
development of the concept of a “Behavioral Résumé” a living document much 
like a C.V. which shows the changes to a person’s behavioral patterns over 
time. The five factor model of personality, widely accepted as the leading 
method of psychometric assessments, powers both the research behind 
academicians worldwide and jobFig’s assessment and insights. Each of the 5 
personality traits have 6 subtraits. The five personality traits are as follows:

 Openness to New Experiences (Imagination, Artistic Interests, 
Emotionality, Adventurousness, Intellectual Curiosity (Psychological Intellect), 
Individuality (Psychological Liberalism)

 Conscientiousness (Self-Efficacy, Orderliness, Dutifulness, 
Achievement-Striving, Self-Discipline, Cautiousness)

 Extraversion (Friendliness, Gregariousness, Assertiveness, Activity 
Level, Excitement Seeking, Cheerfulness)

 Agreeableness (Trust, Morality, Altruism, Cooperation, Modesty, 
Sympathy)

 Neuroticism (Anxiety, Anger, Depression, Self-Consciousness, 
Immoderation, Vulnerability)

We convert the completed assessment into scores of personality representing 
how much that candidate or employee demonstrates of that particular trait. 
These trait scores are tied to their Behavioral Résumé and will follow with them 
as they move through their life. They control the data and how it gets used and 
can use it to discover insights into both how they act now and what needs to 
change to become the person they wish to be.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

CEOCFO: Mr. Mikkelsen, what is the idea behind jobFig?
Mr. Mikkelsen: The idea behind the company is that if we know more about a person’s behavioral pattern and 
their personality, they can improve the way that they interact with a company, when they are applying for the 
job, when they actually become an employee, and they can also improve their interactions with their co-
workers, friends and themselves.

CEOCFO: How does it go from idea to reality?
Mr. Mikkelsen: We built a delivery platform so that a person can complete a usually 45+ minute academic-
standard personality assessment based on the five factor model in five to six minutes. We then nearly 
instantaneously, depending on that person’s internet connection, give them feedback and their results. One 
thing that is different from us is that we tie those results to the individual and not to the company that has hired 
us. We believe that because a person’s personality and behavioral patterns will stay with them between 
companies and teams, then that data should as well. The person will grant access to the company when they 
are an employee or when they are applying for a job, but if they are applying to multiple companies and both 
companies are using the assessment, the individual should not have to take two assessments. You should not 
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have to create two professional resumes. You should not have to create two behavioral resumes when you 
have already completed it once.

CEOCFO: Who are your customers? 
Mr. Mikkelsen: Our primary customers are companies and we do not silo the data for them, we lower the per 
unit cost for each company and it spreads out that lower cost among multiple companies. Because it is spread 
out, it allows each company to pay much less per assessment and still get the same amount of data as in the 
traditional model. Right now we do not charge individuals just to complete the assessment. We may offer 
additional services of planning or consultation on top of it, but just to complete the assessment, we will not 
charge an individual.

CEOCFO: What methods are in use now that you will be replacing or augmenting?
Mr. Mikkelsen: The biggest thing that we are replacing is the multiplicative sale of an individual’s assessment. 
In the traditional model, a company might sell one assessment for recruiting and then another for onboarding, 
another for leadership, another for sales potential, and with each one, they are exposing very similar or the 
same data. We are cutting that down to just one assessment instance and then allowing for multiple insights to 
be gained from that. 

CEOCFO: This is a relaunch for you. Would you give us a little history on where you have been and 
where you are going?
Mr. Mikkelsen: We started off as a recruiting technology company. We have always been focused heavily on 
the data, specifically using this behavioral data to predict how well people will work together. We still offer that. 
Our team fit algorithm has performed better than 80% in predicting true and non-fit over the past two years. If 
we said someone will not work well with the team and they were hired, 80% of the time, they would be let go 
within the first two months. If we said someone would work well with the team and they were hired, 92% of the 
time, they were still there six months later, performing well. It has primarily been with very collaborative teams 
and I think the companies who have hired us have also been sort of in the vanguard of this, they have a little 
bit more rigorous processes in place. They may be more biased towards the high side. We will see. We will not 
really know the true value of it until we get several more thousand people hired though it, but it has been 
working well for our customers so far. 

CEOCFO: Is that because you are asking the right questions so you are able to have the right 
technology to make the assessment? What goes into the mix?
Mr. Mikkelsen: Our algorithm predicts one part of it. I try to think of it as a three legged stool; you need the 
person-skill fit, the person-team fit and the person-company fit, which is sometimes called cultural fit or values 
alignment. When you get all three of those, the new employee can sit at their desk on this stool. If one of those 
legs is missing, they start to wobble a bit, if two of those legs are missing then they are going to fall over 
without a lot of effort. We have this one component and the companies we are working with have also worked 
hard to get those other two legs involved as well, rigorous testing for skill fit as well as a strong focus on culture 
and values alignment. That is what is needed for hiring to get a true fit. We have been focusing on that team fit 
and that is what our first set of algorithms do. We are shifting focus to increase the use of this data and change 
the business model and increase the value that companies and individuals are getting out of this data. We are 
continuing to develop algorithms for recruiting, for employee development and for other aspects of HR, even 
beyond HR we are now looking at how to improve people’s lives.

CEOCFO: Are there typical customers and types of companies, industries and sizes of companies that 
would tend to work with you?
Mr. Mikkelsen: So far we have primarily been working with companies with less than 200 employees, many 
software companies as we are based in Silicon Valley. We are in Oakland California. We have a large network 
here. We have also done a veterinary hospital group and a national sports retail store. We have done 
companies in Australia, England and Ireland. This personality model has been found to be reliable in roughly 
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20 countries around the world. That is one reason that we use it. It is very vanilla data. You can apply it to a 
large variety of applications. 

CEOCFO: Have there been similar products available in the past or is this fairly new territory?
Mr. Mikkelsen: Personality assessments have been around for a very long time and even more recently within 
the HR space for the past twenty or thirty years, there are some very major players. It is a multi-billion dollar 
industry of making sure that a person is going to be the right fit, but the current business model does not allow 
for the full exposure of the value of the data and it does not allow the individual to really carry it forward and 
transport the data between companies. That is what we want to do. We want to make it more universally 
available.

CEOCFO: Why are you confident that people will understand both the concept and why it is less 
expensive?
Mr. Mikkelsen: Everyone is unique and everyone wants to be treated uniquely. There is lots of talk of 
personalization and we have already seen that somewhat in websites. You will go to a website and see slightly 
different marketing copy than I might, based on your behavioral patterns and demographics. This is in the 
same vein. It is allowing someone to personalize their experience with a company or with other individuals or 
with others applications, based on who they are. Are they adventurous, creative, cooperative? Do they 
demonstrate a high level of extraversion? All of these different traits will inform how they interact in and view 
the world, so this will allow them to get that personalized experience from these different applications and 
companies.

CEOCFO: You are relaunching at the HR Tech conference in October; what is the strategy for the next 
six months to a year?
Mr. Mikkelsen: One is getting the word out, because we are working to change the industry’s business model. 
I will be speaking at approximately ten conferences over the next six months. We are opening a series of APIs 
so that this assessment can be used in a variety of 3rd party applications and we can power personality driven 
analytics within them, both HR and non-HR related. We will be growing the team. We are going to bring on 
engineering, marketing, and psychology professionals to further refine the assessment, increase its value and 
get more people using it.

CEOCFO: Put it all together for our readers, why is jobFig a company to watch?
Mr. Mikkelsen: We are bringing a more personalized experience of the world for each individual.

BIO: Ravi loves using data and technology to make life better for people. He has been involved with small 
businesses and startups for ten years in 3 countries, most recently building dynamic calculators to predict the 
optimal time to upgrade home energy equipment. 

When he isn't developing new business ideas he likes to spend his time outdoors - usually in the woods or on 
the water. Ravi received a bachelors degree with honors in Materials Science and Engineering from the 
University of Washington.
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